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RESTATEME:NTS AND LEGAL CHANGE: 

PROBLEMS OF POLICY IN THE RESTATEMENT WORK 
OF THE 3\.MERICAN LA \1:[ INSTITUTE'" 

HERBERT WECHSLER*'" 

Chief Justiee Williamson's kind offer of a place oil the agenda of 
this meeting is an honor thnt I much appreciate, the more so since 
you know my limitations from my· presence on a previous occasion 
some eight years ago. It also is 3. welcome opportunity to talk 
about the enterprise that has become my main preoccupation, the 
work of the American Law Institute, in the one pl&ce where so sub
stantial a percentage of the Institute's most valued members ex of
ticio can be found. Would that your sessions might be timed to 
facilitate your presence at the meetings of the Institute in May, but 
I appreciate that terms of court may not permit that possibility. 
This makcs me the more grateful for the chance to render an account 
of Institute activities and seek your guidance on some current prob
lems. 

I. 

A word of background may be useful at the start. The Institute 
was founded, as you know, in 1923, as a permanent orgnnization "to 
promote the clarification and simplification of the law and its better 
adaptation 'to socinl needs, to secure the better administration of jus
tice, and to carryon scholarly and scientific legal work,'" to quote the 
charter of incorporation th~t bears as its first signatures the names 
of William Howard Taft, Charles Evans Hughes and Elihu Root. It 
has been steadily at work for forty-five successive years, under the 
presidencies of George N. Wickersham, George \,yhnrton Pepper, Har
rison Tweed and, since 1961, ~orris Darrell. 

During the first twenty years of its existence, it produced the 
nineteen volumes of the first restatement (RESTATEMF.:~T OF CONTRACTS 
[1932J, AGE~CY [1933], CO:-l'FLICT OF LAWS [1934], TnusTS [1935], RES
'TT~UTION [1937], TORTS [1939], SECUmTY [1941], JUDGMENTS [1942], 
and PROPERTY [1944]), in addition to four model statutes (MODEL CODE 
OF CRIMINAL PnOCEDURE [19'30J, MODEL YOUTH CORR!::CTION AUTHOItITY 

• A paper presented to the Conference of Chief Justices at its 20th 
Annual Meetin~, Philadelphia, A\lgust 1. 1!J63 . 

•• A.B.; LL.B.; LL.D.; Pn.'~essor of Constitutional Law, Columbia Univer
sity School of Law; Director, American Lmv Institute; Member of. the Presi
dent's Commission on Law En!O\·cemp.nt & Administl'ation Q( Justice; Member 
of the N.Y. State Commission on Revision of the Penal LClw and Criminal Code. 
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ACT [1941], Model Youth Court Act [1942] and MODEL CODE OF EVI
DENCE [1942]. 

A brief recession of activity during the second world war was fol
lowed by the drafting, in collaboration with the Commissioners on 
Uniform State Laws, of. the Uniform Commercial Code [1952, revised 
1958], the preparation of the Model Penal Code [i962], a Tax 'project, 
including important work on the technical improvement of federal 
taxation, "especially the income tax [1954, 1958], and, [stamng in 
1953] the continuing ' production of Restatement Second. Agency 
[1958], Trusts [1959] and ' the first two volumes of Torts [1965] 
have been completed; the rest of Torts and Conflict of Laws are near 
completion; and the work in" Contracts is well under way. Moreover, 
the Restatement" of the "Foreign Relations Law of the United States 
[1965]. which took ten years of work, is a new topic in the series. 

At last May's . meeting, two" of the important projects of recent 
years were" given Institute approval. . The Study of the" Division 
qf Jurisdiction Between State and " Federal Courts that Chief Jus
tice Warren asked the Institute" to undertake in 1959, cons~ of a 
proposed revision of the portion of Title 28 of .the United States 
Code that defines the jurisdiction of the federal Distric"t Courts, to
gether with a valuable supporting commentary. The Federal Estate 
and Gift Tax project presents a series of important recommendations 
for improvement of the present statute taxing transfers inter vivos 
and oh death, accompanied by an extensive study of the major prob. 
lems of that field by Professor A. James Casner of the Harv:lrd Law 
School. 

The completion of these studies leaves as the main features of 
the current program the restatement work in conflicts, torts :lnd con
tracts that I previously mentioned, and two_ major legislative pro
jects. These are: (1) the preparation of a Model Land Development 
Code1 ; and (2) the further development of the Model Code of 
Pre-Arraignment Criminal Procedure, on which work began some 
years ago. In addition, the Permanent Editorial Board for the Uni
form Commercial Code, established by the Institute and the Com
missioners, h,!-s inaugurated a full reexamination of Article 9 of the 
Code .. The results of this study will in due course be published and 
submitted to the Institute and the Commissioners. 

As this brief !ikctch discloses, the emphasis of our programs has 
been shifting through the years from the Restatements to some legis
lative form, be it a Model Act, a proposed code or the proposed 
revision of specific, legislation. The shift reflects important changes 
in prevailing views as to the role of legislation in the sound develop-

1. This governs the type of planning and control th<lt now is t}'pically 
dealt with by the statutes addressed to zoning, subdividing, city plllllning 
and urban redevelopment. 
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ment of our .law and also in:prevailing ' practice. I greet it .with en
thusiasm, I confess, not because I am deficient in respect for courts or 
for their contribution to the management and the coherence of our 
law, but rather for the reason that legislators are, as Chief Justice 
Traynor put it, "freer than judges to write on a clean slate, in terms 
of . policy transcending case or controversy, and' to eras~ and rewrite 
in response to community needs." What our law requires most and 
will increasingly require in the future is that systematjc reexami
nation and re-thinking at the· legislative level that is not within the ' ---
competence. of courts as such, though its effective consummation 
does require all the insight that judicial experience provides. The 
Institute is, happily, a unique forum for such worle, resting as it does 
on the collaborative effort of Hie bench, the bar and the best. ~'llent 
of. the schools, a forum in which judges are as free as any legislator 
is to favor the removal ·of the encrustation .in a field of law and a 
fresh legislative start . 

. Holding these views, as I do, you may well ask why I have · 
,chosen as my subject pr:ob1ems of policy in Ollr restatement work, 
rather than some more exciting subject in the area Judge Learned .... -. 
Hand described in his last words to the Law Institute as "our ventures 
in law malting: that is our model codes, which I dare believe will in 
the end b~ the most important part of our work."~ 

I have at least three reasons for my choice. The first is that of all 
of our work, the Restatements speak directly to the courts and espe-, 
dally to the highest courts in which the members of this conference 
preside. The measure of their utility to others is essentially their use
fulness to you. The second is that we have and must undoubtedly 
maintain a continuing commitmcnt to keeping the Rcstatements cur
rent and to improving them in evcry way we can. Even if the codify
ing impulse should reach the fields with which they de:ll, as it has so 
suddenly in England, the Restatements will afford vital insurance 
that what Judge Cardozo callcd the "verdict of quiescent years" will 
not be lightly disregarded. You may be certain that the British Law 
Commission, which has now begun to codify the law of contr:lcts, in
cludes the Restatement .in the sources it will use in that great work. 
The third, and what my mentor Karl Llewellyn would h:lVC called 
the real reason, is that our work in the Restatements, and some_ 
things that I have said about that work, have recently been attacked. 
It is with that attack, and with problems that have been suggested by 
it, that I mean primarily to deal. 

II. 

The occasion for the attack was the action of the Institute in 
approving RESTATE..'tv1ENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 402A, a new section 

2. 1961 ALI PnocEEDINGs 390. 
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that affirms the strict liability of the vendor of "any product that 
is ill a defective condition unreasonably dangerous to the user or 
consumer or his property" for "physical harm thereby callsed to the 
ultimate user or consumer, or to his property," if "the seller is 
engaged in the business of selling such a product" and "it is ex
pected to and does reach . the user or consu~cr without substantial 
change in the condition in which it is sold." 

The Section was before the Council and the Institute in t~e_ 
successive years. (1962, 1963, and 1964.) It was first submitted by 
Dean Prosser, the Rcporter, in a form that limit.ed the rule to sellers 
of food and products for intimate 'bodily usc, like cosmetics, where 
the liability was first imposed by court decisions. The Institute ap
proved the st<ltement"aS applied to such products in 1962 b~t asked the 
Reporter to revise the comments, which he did in 1963, \vith Institute 
approval. The Section would, indeed, have been included in Volume 
2 of TORTS 2d in ·that form but for the conscientiousness of the Re
porter, who observed that "the cnse law has been expanding with 
explosive force.":! The Reporter noted that beginning with· , a 

. -case in MiChigan in 1958, decisions hnd extended the strict liabtiity 
"to such things as animal food, automobiles, tires, airplanes, airplane 
instruments, grinding wheels,' cinder building blocks, herbicides and 

" jnsecticides, combination power tools, a power golf cart,' children's 
.. playground equipment, a chair, a riveting machine, a water heater and 
" the like." He estimated that there were some sixteen jurisdictions in 

wh!ch such extensions had occurred, including New York, New Jersey, 
California, Connecticut, IVIichigan, Iowa, Tennessee, and to a limited 
extent at least, Pennsylvania, Florida and Missouri. "Obviotlsly," 

. said Dean Prosser, "something has been happening which is rapidly 
expanding the case law." Seeing this, he felt obliged to call the mat
ter .to the attention of the Council, which agreed that the Institute 
should be given the opportunity to change the Section to apply to 
all products sold by one' in the business of selling such a product, if it 
is expected to reach the consumer in the condition in which it is sold. 
On resubmission of the issue to the 1964 Meeting, in view of the ex
traordinary case development, the more generalized statement of 
the rule was approved by a voice vote. 

Following the publication of volumes 1 and 2 of RESTATEMENT 
(Sr.CO:-iD) OF TOfl'I:S, t.he Defense Research Institut.e, Inc., an organiza
tio'n of attorneys specializing or particularly interested in the defense 
of tort claims, publ~shed a brief "directed to the American Law Insti-

. tute ... and to all American trial and appellate courts and to the bar 
generally" arguing that Section 402A as adopted was a minority rule, 
unsupported by and inconsistent with the most recent decision of the 
highest courts of a majority of states. This being so, the brief con-

3. 1964 ALI PnocEEDINCS 349. 
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....nded that the, Institute's adoption of Section 402A was "an unpre
I 

/ t:edented departure from its traditional role," a departure that 
,: "threatens to undermine the confidence of the American courts and 

/ the legal profession generally in this authoritative institution in re- o 

. I ' . 
,,(, stating the law." The "error of Sec. 402A" was said to be "that it is 

but a mere prophecy and not a restatement of this law." The, Insti
tute was said ,to have "exceeded its bounds of authority by approving 
a forecast of the law as the restatement of the law" and was asked to 
"correct its error -by restating the law to be what 'it actually is" (Fore
word, p.l), not "what some members think it should be" (p. 17). 

/ 

" 

!" The Council paid no attention to the brief, since its members and 
<:~: . 'the members of the Institute were well' aware when they approved 

Section 402A that decisions in support could be adduced in only a 
minority of states; whether the number was sixteen as' the Reporter 
thought or six as the Defense Institute submitted would not have 
altered their opinion as to the direction that 'the iaw was takjng on 
!.he strength of its momentum in that course. The action of the 
highest courts upon the issue in the intervening years surely yields 
no basis for regretting such a judgment. 

;.~ .. ~. 

" ! , ' , 

'!' ., 

'..~ .. 

The matter could no doubt have rested there and would have; I 
suppose, had I not chosen to pursue it in more general terms in my 
Annual Report for 1966. I did so, I may say, less because of the brief 
than because of statements at the 1965 Meeting by my friend Fred B. 
Helms of North Carolina~ and Laurent K. Varnum of Michigan,G 
positing, as it appeared to me, too ~~mple nn antithesis between ' an. 
affirmation of \vhat the law is nnd what it ought to be. The issue that 
aroused my interest, and that it seemed to me the Institute had had 

: .. 0' 

I ' 

to face from the beginning, was "how fnr a judgment as to whnt 
the law should be legitimately plays ' a part in reaching a decision 
as to what it is." 

," 

Putting the problem in this way, I ventured to suggest that it 
could not be solved by full agreement that the purpose of resta.ting is, 
as William Draper Lewis said, to express "as nearly as may be the 
rules 'which our courts will today apply"-rules covering "not mere
ly situations which have already arisen-but by analogy rules ap-

~ ., ... 

'~:~~r\: 

...... 

plicable to situations likely to arise."o The common law calls on the 
courts to show a due regarci for precedent but :llso calls on them 
to choose between conflicting,lines of doctrine and, as Dr. Lewis said 
in the same paper, to adapt law to "changing conditions in a changing 
worYd." 

I asked, therefore, if the statement of a rule does not involve 
something more than the conclusion that it is supported by the past 

4. 1965 ALI PnOCEF.D1:-:CS 3<:6. 
5. 1965 ALI Pnocl:l:ui~cs 355. 
6. Lewis, History of the Restatement, RESTATEMENT IN THE CounTS, at 19 

(1945) . 
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decisions, namely, the implicIt judgmen~ that our courts today would 
not perceive a change of s.ituation 'callingfor 'the adaptation of the 
rule or even for a new .departure_ And if we ask ourselves what 

. courts will do in fact within this area, can we divorce our ' answers 
wholly irom our view of what they ough.t to do, given the factors 
that appropriately influence their judgmentsr under the prevailL.'1g 
view of the judicial function? 

I noted that the Institute had been responsive to such questions 
in ' situations where the books reveal "opposing lines of authorit~ 
and that Judge Goodrich in his 1948 Report of the DirectorS had 
eJ..-pressly stated that in "c:lses· of division of opinion a choice had 
to be ma4e and naturally we chose, the view we thought was right" 
In judging what waS -right, a preponderating balance of authority 
w01,lld norma).ly be given weight, as it no doubt would generally . 
weigh with courts, but it would not be thought to be conclusive. And 
when the Institute's adoption of the view of a minority of courts had 

. helped to shift the balance of authority, it was quite clear that this 
was taken as a vindication of -the judgment of the Institute and 
proper cause for exUltation. . ... 

Given all this, I asked in the Report if the Institute 'was not ob
liged in its "deliberations to weigh all of the considerations relevant 
to the development of common law that our polity. calls 011 the courts 
to weigh in theirs," meaning. of course, especially "the ts. of last 
resort under a proper view of the judicial ~unction." I might ave 
added; though I carefully refrained, that even as a law student forty 
years ago r knew that germinal opinions like those of Judge Cardozo 
in the Palsgraf case;~ J11acPherson v. Buick Motor CO.;IO or Ultra
mares Corp. v. Touche, Niven & Co., II had been embraced in the 
drafts of the first Restatement long before they had muc~ following 
in other courts, in the view that they were right and should be fol
lowed; and that this was the very process the Reporter, the Council 
and the floor had pursued in adopting Section 402A. 

Again, I think lhe m3tter might quite well have rested there, 
since annual reports of the Director are documents that normally 
are treated with intelligent neglect-had I not been so pleased with 
my own words that I assumed to press it further. Reporting to the 
Institute in 1967, I repeated what I called "a working formula" that 
h we should feel obliged in our delibe~ations t.o give weight to all of 
the considerations that the courts, under a proper vi 'udicial 
function, deem it right to weigh in theirs."u d while I had the wit 

7. Goodrich, Restatement & Codification, DAVID DUDLEY FIELD CE..'1'IEN
ARY ESSAYS, 242 (1949) . 

8. 1943 ALI PROCEF.DINCS 18. 
9 . . :Palsgraf v. Lon~ hland RR., Co., 248 N.Y. 339, 162 N.E. 99 (1929). 

10. 217 N.Y. 382, 111 N.E. 1050 (1916). 
11- 255 N.Y. 170, 174 N.E. 441 (1931) • 
12. 1967 ALI PnOCE£l)lNCS • . 
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/ . to note that whether "this criterion will prove to be acceptable and 
/ . . viable can only be determined as the Institute is called upon to deal 

/,,' .'. \vith situations that invoke its application," I asserted that the Clstat~-
It ment of the principle l1as not, at least as yet, provoked dissent."13 
~ .:' .. , ,A dissent was very speedily fi!ed. The Defense Research Institute 
~~~ :, . has an American Law Institute Liaison Committee, with' . a distin-
t r '. guished m~mbership induding its chairman Fred B. · Helms and Lau
~~~j'i rent K. Varn'tlm, to whom I have previously. referred. A letter from 

. Mt. HelI:ns voicing the Committee's disagreement with my statement 
t '~, " was followed by a memorandum to the Council expressing grave' con-
i· . I cern that the Institute is in the process of abandoning the long tra-
~'(', dition that it undertakes in the Restatement to express established 
:~ ';'. ': law, as distinguished from the law that a majority of those attending 

. ~ :;1;~ '. think ought to be, or will at some time 'in the future be, established by 
; •. ~~;.:. . the courts·. It called upon the Council to reaffirm the Institute's tra
~~~.;:. " ditional policy or, in the alternative, make clear that it has changed. 
r.~ .'. The memorandum wns published by the Defense Institute last MayH 
J.:~. and may have come to your attention. On the chance that it has not, .......... ~ . . 

~:~:/ .. ' ~o~es;~~~~t~~~~t ~~%!~~::r~~1~~a~~i~'~~~8 ~~~ ;:~;d~ilI ~~eg~!du:~ '. 
".: . ...,. .. 
. ~; .,!.. say, by giving its unanimous approval to the statements in my 1966 
, Report. 
, ..... 

¥ f , It was, of course, no new departure in the Institute's concep-
~::Z:': . tions to declare that in our system of case law any statement that the 
,., :;::: . . law is such and such is more th~!1 an empirical findin.g that decisions r. ~ ... 4 I ' 

,:,:;" :: have so held. It implies a no!'mative assertion as to what should 
P{~~; now be held, if and when the question is presented. This view was 
~ :.:~: patently implicit in the claim [or the Restatements of authority 

. ~ ;. transcending any treatise, i.e .• the authority of the collective judg-h:;:.. ment of those sharing in their preparation, namely, the Reporter and 

i.;~:~t.~·: 
f~;"' :: 

f~:';?'.~ 
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13. rd. 
14.. 9 FOR THE DEn::SSE, No.5, special memo (May. 1!lG8). 
15. "Concern h:lS been expre:\~c(l thnt j( the Rc~t:ltements only state es

tabIlshcd l:lw, rapid ch:m!!es in common law may dntc the ncstatement~ he
fore they arc published. II hos o l~o been suggested that there i$ a need for 
the Institute to avoid strengthening " rule which it is believed a c:lreful 
court! mindful of the differences !:etwecn judici:Jl and legislativc functions, 
ought to disapprove. 1l has been suggested thot nl a lime when the common . 
law is undergoing chonge. in m:lny "I't!os, catching the principle of motion 
seems to be a vital part of 'al1~' effort to describe the existing state of the law. 

l ·$,::· · 
I :~: ,:~.: : : . 

I 
S':F;:' 

"The problem then appe"rs to be whether the Institute wishes to und~rtake 
the responsibility for allemplin,;! :0 clarify the law for jud~es, l~l\\·yers. law 
professors. and students of the J:lw by tl'ying to catch,.in mid-air as it wcre. 
what is felt to be principles of mo~o!1 or change. One of the difficulties re
sulting from such an endeavor may ue that the Restatements will place the 
Institute in the position of being <In advocale for eh:ln~e rather than an objec
tive observer of th:lt change. "Vho cnn say with any accuracy that a court 
which may at some time in the future adopt section 402A wi1l not do so 
principally becnuse of the imprimatur placed upon it by the Institute. It 
would be equally dirIicult to determine if the Inslitute's prediction did in 
fact come true in the natural coul'se of events or if the prediction itsel! 
caused the ch::mge .... " 
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Advisers, the Council and the members sufficiently concerned about 
the subject to participate in its consider:ltion.1" To rriak~ the point 
explicit is, however, of importnnce in restatement work, precisely for 
the reason that it shows and measures how much scope there is for 
seeking to exert an influence on the performance by the courts ~f 

' their enormoUs task of managing, maintaining.and reshaping the ~on
statutory law. It permits the Restatements to attcmpt to be what . . .. ~-•.. -
they have been and are in fact, a modest but essential aid in the 
improved analysis, clarification, unification, growth and adaptation of 
the common law. The fresh analysis, for instance, that h:ls been 
embodied in the drafts of CONFLICTS SeCOND, that owes so much to the 
opinions of Chief Justice Traynor, Chief Judge Fuld and others of 
your number, would have been impossible in· a Restatement, if the 
view that I describe had not obtained. 

ITl. 

The pdnciple' accepted by the Council has, it seems to m~;-un
portant implications beyond reaffirming the position that the Insti
tute is not obliged to govern its appraisals by a count of jurisdictions. 
It should operate, or so it seems to me. to liberate , the process of re
statement from any surviving rigid limitntions, like the dogma that 
a rule supported by decisions must be stated in the absence of a 
cleavnge of authority. without assessment of the influence that such 
decisions would or should exert on a contemporary court. or the 
dogma that a rule that we restate, may not be criticized by caveat 
or comment, simply because it would be uniformly followed by the 
courts. 

Dogmas such as these developed in the days of the first Restate
ments, "vith their magisterial pronouncements, limited commentary. 
taboo on the citation of decisions. exclusion or, at least, subordina
'tion of all statutory matter and elimination of the Reporter's explana
tory notcsfrom the official publication 1 T (with the exception of im
port.mt deviations in the RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW OF PnOPERTY.) 

These were the points of criticism thirty years ago, a criticism well 
supported in today's perspective, on which the critics won the day 
with the inauguration of RESTATEMENT SECOND. Protesting it would 
ne'er com:ent, the Institute consented, ns Judge Goodrich took the 
place of Dr. Lc;"vis as Director.ls 

The intervening years brought steady progress in restatement 
method, under the benign but forthright aegis of Judge Goodrich. 

1G. See Note 6 supTa, <It n. 18. 
17. See Leach, Tlte Resl,ct/ements as They were in the ,aeginnillg. ATe 

now. and PCThaps Hencefo,·tlt shetH Be, 23 A.B.A.J. 517 (1937). 
13. Sec, e.g., GOODlUCll &: WOLKIN. THE STOny OP Tl1E Al\U:nxCAN LAW 

INsnrun:, . 12-13 (961). 
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/1968] RESTATEMENTS AND LEGAL CHANGE i9a 

,/ As the work proceeds today, the emphasis has shifted from dog- . 
matic affirmation to, as near as may bc, reasoned c-"Cposition. The 
black letter is accompanied by an extensive set of comments sub~ 
mitted to the Institute for its consideration and approval. There are 
no artifiCial rules as to the content of the comments. They are 
meant to be. explanatory and ex positive or the black letter:; often, 
the main content will be there. . WheI1 statutory developments have 
been important in 'a field, the statutes will be analyzed and noted. 
Witness the important change 'in this respect in the current revi
sion of the RESTATEMENT OF CONTMCTS. The Reporter is encouraged 
and expected to marshal the dccisions on 'important issues in his 
Notes~ They are published with the volumes, normally as an Appen
,dix but in one case (Foreign Relations Law) immediately after the 
comments. The only dif!e~ence is that the Reporter's Notes are his; 
they are not weighed or approved by the Council or the Institute, 
though suggestions for their change or their development are made. 
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Remnants of the old views persist, of course, regrettably it seems 
to me. There was an illustration when the Institute considered 
Section 402A of 'TORTS. The Section as proposed and as approved 
contains a caveat, stating that the Institute expresses no opinion as to 
whether the rules of strict liability apply, inter alia, "to harm to per
sons other than users or COnSl!mers." A member, Whitman Knapp of 
New York, suggested that it was absurd to think that if an C!utomo
bile with a defective steering gear caused injury to the dri\'er and to 
.a pedestrian, the driver would have the benefit of a strict rule but the 
pedestrian would not. The Reporter replied that he agreed with !I'!r, 
Knapp's logic but that as the strict liability decisions were cast in 
terms of liability to users or consumers, he did not feel justified in 

. formulating <l broader rule. Mr, Knapp then moved to have the 
caveat changed to read that the "Institute expresses appro\-;al of ex
pansion of the rule to permit recovery by such pC'rsons." There 
was some discussion of the merits of the question but the motion was 
defeated, primarily I think (and I presided at the time) on the 
ground that it was inappropriate in the Restatement (and espccially 
in a caveat) to take a position, without decision:1l support, that a rule 
should be extended.1o I! th:1t is so, it seems to me unfortunate, 
whatever may be though~ to be the merits on the point; and I ven
ture no opinion as to that: II such a question were to come before 

. your court and you. consulted the Restatement, would yeu" not be 
interested in knowing whether a Reporter and Advisers, who had ' 
given the entire question thought, perceived a basis for distinction, 
and, whether their conclusion seemed correct to two such bodies as 
the Council and the Institute in their review of the submission? 

19, 19,64 ALI PnoCEEDINGS 367-372. 
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IV. 

Twe'nty years ago when the Institute was taking stOCk- of its 
achievements and its future, a ~ommittee of which Judge' Learned 
Hand was chairman said in a report: 

Your Committee thinks that in presenting a highly success(ul Re
statement of the La'\v Ule Institute has accomplished only part of the 
objectives ill the mind of its founders. , .. 
We think the time hll.S come to study critically these rules which 
we have so clearly slnled, Such a study should indicate: (1) what 
rules are founded upon historical accident, misconception of other 
cases and the like; (2) what rules are unjustified by any principle 

, of justice, but are unimportant or harmless and may be left as 
they arc because of the desirability of certainty; (3) what ru!es 
are unsupportable in principle and evil in ~ction; (4) what ~ 
<lrc function;111y or otherwise desirablc, but have been est:lblished 
upon grounds thnt :lI'C unsound or InappUc:ible and which mOlY lead 
in later c::!ses to erroneous or unjust applications of the rule. , , , 
So here, we think, is an inviting field lor legal scholarship of a type· 
fo r which the Institute is particularly compctent. There are many 
forms it 'might tOlke, It 'could begin, for example, with a critic::!l ' 
examination of L"c contents of some one portion of the Restate
ment, ci1npter by chapter or section by section. Such studies may 
lead to a demonstration of desirOlbilil)' 01 legislation in some in.,. 
st:mccs, with possible further coopcrativc work with the Commis
sioner:>, Or they m:\y lead to such a pronounced adverse criticism in 
n<lrl'OW situations that courts could Ieel Iree to change previous 
ru les without waiun!:' {or lc::islalive :luthority, 
, , , , We haVe responsibility in the matter; more especially since the 
Institute's authority behind the Restatement may conceivably 
crow so creat as to prevent or retard changes in adapt:ltions of the 
common law which would otherwise occur through nalural ~rowth . 
We are ill a position where we 'can ciIectively and hclpfully pro
mote that growth, not l'ct:lrd iL 

Such an enterprise seemed to some members of the Council to 
be too large a task to, undertake. Very possibly it was and is, But, 
if the Institut~ cannot work back through the Restatements, with 
a view to finding where the law that it has stated is in need of 
renovation, should it not make clear as it proceeds, the areas in which 
it thinks such renov::ltion is in order, ei ther by adjudication or by 
legislative change, indicating which is deemed appropriate? 

I do not hesitate to state my own opinion that it should, Until 
it does, restatement work will make a smaller contribution than it 
can to the great task that lies before us: , ~l).e continual refreshment 
of the ,legal system we have had the fortune to inherit and have 
the duty to maintain and to improye. 
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